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Marcella Sembrich: A Legacy Revisited
Sunday, May 15, 2022, 2:30 PM--4:30 PM, EDT Online Event
The great Polish-American soprano Marcella Sembrich (1858-1935) played a major role in
American musical society: first on the roster of the Metropolitan Opera, then as a touring
concert singer, and finally as director of the voice faculties at the Curtis Institute and the
Juilliard Graduate School. Her students, including Queena Mario
and Alma Gluck, also sang at the Metropolitan and other houses
across the US. Many became influential voice teachers, passing on
the bel canto tradition taught to Sembrich by Lamperti.

Marcella Sembrich

Caleb Eick

This presentation will focus on Sembrich’s career and influence
within the US and her part in the development of American musical culture during the early 20th century. It will be moderated by
Caleb Eick (he/him), Director of Outreach for The Sembrich, a
museum and performance center honoring the great soprano on
Lake George in upstate New York. Eick, a baritone and active
chamber music performer, participates in the museum’s research
and collection preservation efforts, and recently completed a
fellowship with the Institute for Nonprofit Leadership and Community Development at SUNY Albany. He holds a master of music
in vocal performance and pedagogy from East Carolina University
and is currently completing his studies in visual and performing
arts management at NYU.
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
I hope you have found this past season’s events as exhilarating
and thought provoking as I have! For those who weren’t able to
attend the events in real time, I highly encourage you to visit the
video archives. From the season opening event on the history of
NYSTA with past president Jeannette LoVetri, to our fall event
with world beatbox champions Kaila Mullady and Mark Martin,
to “Hindustani Music and Its Various Colors,” presented by
NYSTA Board member Manoj Govindraj, to “Intricacies of
Trans* Voices” with Ari Agha and Rabuel Aviles, I have learned
more about NYSTA’s history, enabling me to reflect on where it
has been and where it can go. I have also received new strategies
to work articulators, deepened my knowledge and appreciation
of the rich traditions in Hindustani music and developed new
ways to train my own students as a result of this, and learned
new considerations when working with my trans* students.

Elizabeth Saunders

To round out this varied season, our western classical event
Sunday, May 15th, from 2:30-4:30 PM (EDT), will present Caleb
Eick in “Marcella Sembrich: A Legacy Revisited.” Known as one
of the greatest singers of the late 19th and early 20th centuries
and one of the founding members of NYSTA, soprano Marcella
Sembrich (1858-1935) played a major role in American musical
society, first as an artist at the Metropolitan Opera, then as a
touring concert singer, and finally as the director of the voice
faculties at the Curtis Institute and Juilliard Graduate School.
Throughout her extensive career, Sembrich garnered fame on
stages from Saint Petersburg, Russia to San Francisco. Later, her
students filled the roster of the Metropolitan Opera and other
houses across the US, with many becoming influential voice
teachers, passing on the bel canto traditions taught to Sembrich
by Lamperti. This presentation will focus exclusively on
Sembrich’s career and influence within the United States and her
part in the development of American musical culture during the
early 20th century.
Marcella Sembrich, 1911

By the way, if you follow NYSTA on social media, you have
seen that our new social media team has hit the ground running!
If you don’t follow us yet, I hope you will join the NYSTA
members only Facebook group, follow @NYSTASings on Twitter
and Instagram, and eventually subscribe to the NYSTA YouTube
channel. We have exciting new content being planned that we
are looking forward to rolling out over the coming months.

Elizabeth Saunders
President, New York Singing Teachers Association (NYSTA)
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EDITOR’S MESSAGE
Colleagues,
I was recently tasked with an open-ended request to present a
lecture in pedagogy. I began my planning by considering all the
elements that we discuss in a course, trying to hone in on
ONE thing—but the universe was sending me a sign the entire
time. The work I was doing with my current applied students
began to inspire a topic that could cover more aspects of vocal
pedagogy than just one, and included a way of thinking that
is a hallmark in my personal pedagogy: using contemporary
singing styles to inspire and optimize elements of classical
singing.

Jennifer D’Agostino

I work primarily with undergraduate students and am wholly
aware of their inclination to “people please.” Certain habits
crop up when beginner students present their classical
repertoire, versus something they sing that is “easy,” be it pop,
rock, musical theater, etc. They take in way more air than they
need on their inhalation, they are using extreme subglottal
pressure, and there always seems to be an overabundance of
“back/dark” pharyngeal focus to their sound.
Commercial Music (CCM) styles allow students to consider
how easy it is when they’re singing in the car to their favorite
song. They aren’t thinking of gauging extreme air supply, and
they can get through phrases without running out of air. How
can we achieve the same with a classical song, but add what’s
necessary for the “classical sound?” The prevalence of “ping”
or a brassy quality to the tone, used in musical theater, can
often be a helpful aid for students who are working to have
their voice carry, and can be utilized to help balance ideal
chiaroscuro timbre, registration negotiations, and release
pressure at the glottal level. (For this, my favorite example
is to use “witch voice” or voce di strega.) Overall, these
discussions allow students to consider how ALL of their
singing can help them create artistic identities. It gives them
permission to exist in a multitude of genres and styles, and is
extremely helpful for future music educators, as well as
students who find the operatic stage their calling.
This final issue of VOICEPrints contains a research-funded
feature article by former VP Editor-in-Chief, Dr. Anna
Hersey. Hersey is a well-known researcher and presenter of
Scandinavian diction and repertoire. You can find the bulk of
her work in Scandinavian Song: A Guide to Swedish, Norwegian,
and Danish Repertoire and Diction, published by Rowman &
Littlefield. In this VP article, she delves into Edvard Grieg’s
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song cycle: Haugtussa (The Mountain Maid), op. 67, the text of
which is an epic poem written by Arne Garborg, and compares it to the setting by Catharinus Elling, a contemporary
of Grieg. I assign a work by Grieg at least once a year, if
not more often, and Hersey’s ongoing work in Scandinavian
repertoire helps bring these beautiful settings to light.
Former NYSTA President Josephine Mongiardo offers a book
review on the So You Want To Sing For a Lifetime version of the
So You Want To Sing… series. Mongiardo’s overview of the
chapters is a welcome addition to the ongoing review of this
extensive series. Additionally, I sought out an overview of the
recently revamped NYSTA Professional Development Series
from its recent first graduate Tyler Jones. It has been truly
inspiring to read his reactions to the course, and I am grateful
for director Amanda Flynn’s continued dedication to the
course redevelopment.
Before I sign off for the summer, I want to thank, with
unending abundance, VOICEPrints associate editors Elena
Blyskal, Andrea Chenoweth Wells, and Nico De Villiers,
and designer John Ostendorf, without whom these issues
wouldn’t look nearly as fancy. Their attention to detail and
ability to respond in a timely manner make my work easy.
I’m constantly reminded that being human means making
connections, and I’m lucky that the VOICEPrints team has
chosen to connect with me for the worthy cause of sharing
this wonderful field of vocal music.
As always, please send questions, comments, or article
submissions to me directly at voiceprints@nyst.org or through
the website at https://nyst.org/submit-an-article/.

Jennifer D’Agostino
Editor-in-Chief, VOICEPrints

VOICEPrints
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Jennifer D’Agostino (she/her)
Editor-in-Chief
Elena Blyskal (she/her)
Associate Editor
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Associate Editor
Andrea Chenoweth Wells
(she/her) Associate Editor
John Ostendorf (he/him)
Designer
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NYSTA Professional Development Program
NYSTA’S Oren Lathrop Brown Professional Development Program
is a series of online classes designed for teachers of singing, led by
leading experts in the field. The goal of the program is two-fold.
First, we provide our students with contemporary, evidence-based
content that is designed to further their understanding of the voice.
Second, we provide real-world connections between the pedagogical
information and what actually takes place in the voice studio.
Graduates of the PDP will not only have a deep understanding of
voice science and pedagogy, but they will also greatly improve their
effectiveness in the studio.
The CORE curriculum is designed to give our students a wellrounded foundation in vocal pedagogy. Students begin with
Anatomy and Physiology where they learn how the voice works
and the role the body plays in sound production. They then move
to Acoustics and Resonance where they learn how acoustics impact
singing and how to change the acoustic output of a singer through
knowledge and practical application. Vocal Health is next where
students are guided through discussions on multiple topics led by
leading vocal health experts. In Developmental Repertoire, students
learn how to be effective in selecting repertoire for their singers at
any stage of development. The final course is Applied Pedagogy
where students explore ways of increasing effectiveness in the
studio. The entire program has an equal emphasis on classical,
musical theater, and CCM styles of singing.
The courses are asynchronous, and you can start them at any time.
Once you begin the course, you will have three months to complete
all of the modules and assignments. Each course consists of online
quizzes and three assignments that will be turned in throughout
the course.

Oren Lathrop Brown

Amanda Flynn

In order to receive the Distinguished Voice Professional Certificate (DVP), you will need to
pass all of the courses with a B- (80) or higher. (See the current DVP list in the March-April 2022
issue of VoicePrints.)
Each course will cost $300 for NYSTA members and $350 for non-members. There is a financial
advantage to being a member, so we strongly encourage non-members to consider NYSTA
membership before signing up for the courses.
If you have questions about the Professional Development Program, please contact PDP Director
Amanda Flynn (she/her) at pdpdirector@nyst.org.
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Interview with Recent PDP Graduate Tyler Jones
■ Can you tell us a little about yourself and why you chose to take the
NYSTA PDP courses?
My name is Tyler Jones, and I’m a musical theater voice teacher and
actor living in NYC. I grew up in Texas in a family of performers
(fun fact: my dad is also a voice teacher!), and I was fortunate to find
out very young that I was a good singer. So, at a time when kids are
desperate to learn where they fit in, it felt good to have some kind
of sense of myself, and to be “the guy who sings.” The flipside was,
because I had a natural talent for it, I resisted the idea of ever taking
voice lessons… I could produce a great sound, but it wasn’t usually
a well-produced sound. This didn’t pair well with my obsession
with all things belty and high note-y! My lack of technical awareness caught up with me when I lost my voice very suddenly during
my freshman year at a big-deal college musical theater program.
The experience of that injury, and the time it took for me to find a
solution to it, had a major negative impact on my relationship with
singing, and it took me almost a decade to undo the mental and
emotional hang-ups that came from it.
My voice would get tired and swollen every time I sang, which
in a musical theater program was a daily occurrence. This continued
for the next three years, and I graduated college with not only a BFA
but also a big fat “pseudocyst” on one of my vocal folds, which I
named “Santa Claus” (highly recommend naming your lesions,
folks!) I moved to NYC after graduation, and I was lucky to study
with a handful of fantastic teachers who were also singing voice
specialists. It was a long road, but they were instrumental in helping
me finally learn how to sing, and enjoy it again in a sustainable way,
even with the pseudocyst. After a year on a Broadway national
tour—my first major gig-—the eight-shows-a-week schedule proved
too tall a task for the lesion. After six weeks of voice therapy during
a sit-down in San Francisco, I took a medical leave and went home
to New York for surgery. (Shout out to the incredible rockstars at
both UCSF and Sean Parker Institute for the Voice for getting me
back on my feet!).

Tyler Jones

After voice rehab and retraining, I rejoined the tour and continued
to find work as a performer, but my love of singing was eventually
upstaged by my love of singing voice function. My voice lessons
became less about how I sounded and more about “why does that
work?” and “what does that do?” As my own voice teachers and
therapists had helped me overcome my singing troubles, I began to
realize that I wanted to help other singers work through theirs… I
just didn’t know how to start. What would make me “qualified” to
teach? I took a few courses in popular voicework methodologies,
but the more I learned, the more overwhelmed I was by what I still
didn’t know. I wasn’t sure how to translate the knowledge that I’d
acquired into specific, organized, efficient teaching. I debated
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whether to pursue some form of certification in one of the programs in
order to make myself feel more “legit” as a voice instructor. When I
floated that idea to my friend and teaching mentor, he suggested that I
check out the NYSTA Professional Development Program instead…
and I’m very, very grateful that he did!
■ Would you describe the format of the modules? Whom do you think the
courses are best tailored to serve?
The current program is divided into five courses: Anatomy &
Physiology, Acoustic Pedagogy, Vocal Health, Developmental
Repertoire, and Applied Pedagogy. Some courses are taught exclusively
by one instructor, whereas others divide the content between several
teachers and guest lecturers. Each course includes several modules,
which generally pertain to subtopics within the scope of the course’s
main subject. Each module includes an in-depth lecture or presentation,
followed by quizzes for comprehension. Additionally, each course
includes three larger assignments to be submitted for grading. Those
can range from short answers, to essays, to video projects in which you
record yourself singing, or teaching concepts to others. The final
assignment was to submit a full lesson of teaching.
The courses are best suited for instructors who are working to deepen
their foundational understanding of not only the voice but also the best
practices in which to teach it. For experienced teachers with a lot of
empirical (but perhaps not scientific) knowledge, it’s an opportunity to
bridge informational gaps they might still have in order to teach even
more effectively. Since the program has just been revamped, even the
most knowledgeable participants will know they’re getting the most
up-to-date scientific information and teaching philosophies—which is
huge, since we all know how quickly the voice science/pedagogy
field grows and evolves. For newer teachers, the PDP can be hugely
beneficial in teaching someone not necessarily what to teach (although
there are a million golden nuggets of information along the way), but
how to teach. I think it’s important that teachers who enroll in the
program already have some idea of what their pedagogy looks like, or
what they want it to look like, as the courses are truly geared towards
the continued professional development of their teaching. It’s not a
voicework program that gives you a list of exercises and asks that you
stick to them. I came to the program with a good deal of knowledge
and experience, but I wasn’t confident that I would be able to turn
around and distill what I knew into exactly what was needed by that
given student at that given time. The PDP taught me how to mix and
match the know-how that I had arrived with in order to best serve the
student in front of me. I don’t know that this analogy will be successful,
but I sort of think of it’s like languages. If, for example, Estill taught me
how to speak Spanish, and Fitzmaurice taught me how to speak
French, the PDP was a crash course in linguistics. Now, I can construct
my own language in order to communicate more effectively with as
many people as I choose!
■ What did you like most about the courses?
I loved that I was able to complete the entire program online
and on my own time. Each module has to be completed within
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(I believe) ninety days of starting, which is more than enough time
for a busy professional, student, etc., while still factoring in a bit of a
time cushion for any major life curveball events. As a voice geek, I
also thought it was very cool that each course was presented by
leaders of their respective fields– how often do you get your
acoustics homework graded by Ken Bozeman?
Obviously, I appreciated the overall content of the program as well;
previously I had toyed with the idea of possibly going back to grad
school, but nothing felt like a great fit in terms of my interests or
financial situation. The PDP shouldn’t be compared to the intensity
or length of graduate school, but I felt that it cast a comparably
wide net in terms of the diversity of its curriculum. Students will
learn about everything from laryngeal musculature, to the structure
and nature of sound itself, to how to help a student experiencing
voice fatigue, to how to best organize a warm-up for that specific
lesson. It was a great fit for my needs as a newer teacher who was
looking for a clear path forward, and it taught me how to organize
my teaching to be more clear and effective. I don’t know if this will
apply to anyone else, but more than anything, I appreciated that the
PDP gave me the confidence that I needed to finally start teaching
after spending years dreaming about it.
■ What surprised you about the courses?
As I’ve said, I had taken programs that disseminated their own
specific pedagogies, and that was more or less all I had been used to
at that point. So I was a bit surprised that the PDP wasn’t something
closer to that format, but also grateful that it was more studentcentered than it was focused on the coursework, which can have the
potential to get a little (please, nobody get offended!) “cult-y.” As
I’ve also mentioned, there were many breadcrumbs laid out along
the way that gave you a glimpse into that instructor’s teaching
methods, in addition to sample warm-ups, exercises, self-care
strategies, etc.—but probably not to the same extent as that of a
commercial program. Instead, it armed me with the structural skills
that I would need in order to eventually design my own pedagogy,
and that autonomy was a higher priority to me than being able to
replicate someone else’s model or style.
I was admittedly surprised by the difficulty of some of the courses
compared to others. I say this knowing that everyone will come to
the PDP with their own personal prior experiences and knowledge,
so what was easier or harder for me will not necessarily be the
experience for others. Some courses went into much greater detail
than others when it came to certain topics. It was also surprising
that a course’s level of difficulty (at least for my brain!) did not
necessarily translate to the length of time it took in order to
complete. In fact, I believe the most difficult of the courses (in my
opinion) took me the shortest amount of time to complete, and
what I felt was the least difficult actually took the longest. A
personal note: after ten years out of college, I was terrified that the
Psychoacoustics course would make my brain melt—and it was
very hard!—but it also ended up being my favorite course.
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■ Any other feedback?
Each of the modules offer a great deal of value for the teacher
who is looking to further develop their skill set. Depending on
the teacher and the setting in which they work, some courses/
modules will be more relevant than others when it comes to
application within their studio, as well as their own personal
interests. For example, as a musical theater teacher who
doesn’t teach any classical voice, I struggled with the assignments that had to do with classical repertoire. I’m not 100%
sure I’ll ever be able to apply it to my teaching (I’d refer that
opera lover to one of the many amazing classical instructors!)
but it gave me a lot of new information, which I always
appreciate as a life-long learner. Because of that, my opinion is
that anyone who is taking the PDP with the goal of graduating
as a Distinguished Voice Professional should go in with an
open mind and a desire to acquire new knowledge, even if
they aren’t yet sure how or when they might apply it.
My personal “wish list” for the PDP would enthusiastically
advocate for more teaching examples. In the program, I believe
there were two classical teaching samples (in addition to what
are supposed to have been two CCM teaching samples, which
hadn’t been uploaded yet by the time I had taken the program.)
I believe I was one of the first students to take the revamped
online PDP, and the amazing and patient Jared Trudeau
helped me navigate some of its initial technical glitches. As I
mentioned, the PDP is more about professional development
as a teacher, versus being handed a syllabus of what to teach. I
think it would be fascinating, though, to have a small library
that contained lessons of all different types of singers, if for no
other reason than to compare pedagogical strategies across a
variety of voice users (for example: very high soprano singers,
sopranos who are new to belting, belters learning to navigate
their high soprano, very low bass voices, countertenors,
transgender students, students who have recovered from
injuries, etc). Putting something like this together is likely
unrealistic due to the amount of work required (again—this is
more of a personal wishlist, because I could honestly watch
other teachers all day long!), but I think it could be instructive
for newer teachers, or ones looking to branch out into teaching
populations in which they are less accustomed with working.
I highly recommend NYSTA’s Professional Development
Program. I don’t speak for the program whatsoever, and this is
purely based upon my own personal experience. However, if
anyone has any questions about the process, or are curious about
whether it might be a good fit for them, please know that I would
be more than happy to discuss it with them!
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Tyler Jones (he/him) is an actor
and voice teacher who specializes in
singing voice training for professional
(and future-professional) singers of
musical theater and CCM styles. His
students have been seen on and OffBroadway, in national tours and
television series, ranging from
hobbyists to Tony award nominees.
Tyler Jones has a special interest
in working with singers who have
experienced voice injury, and he
is passionate about the current
movement to “decatastrophize vocal
injury” within the professional
artistic community. Acting credits
include The Book of Mormon and,
most recently, Apple TV’s We
Crashed opposite Anne Hathaway.
Other credits include: leading
roles at TUTS, Broadway at Music
Circus, Maltz-Jupiter, Long Wharf,
and Connecticut Rep, among others.
TV: “Boardwalk Empire,” “Little
America,” “Masters of Doom.” Jones
has a BFA in Musical Theater from
University of Michigan, and has
trained in methodologies such as
Estill Voicework, Fitzmaurice, and
Speech Level Singing. He graduated
from NYSTA’s Professional Development Program and is a member of
NYSTA, AEA and SAG-AFTRA.
www.tylerjonesvoicestudio.com
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BOOK REVIEW: So You Want to Sing

For a Lifetime

by Brenda Smith
Review by Josephine Mongiardo
As a septuagenarian who continues to teach and sing, I was
intrigued at the thought of reviewing this book. Brenda Smith
has compiled a vast resource for those who wish to maintain
a healthy and active life in singing. In addition to her own
extensive contributions, Smith includes insights from experts
like Scott McCoy, Wendy LeBorgne, Robert T. Sataloff, Karen
Kost and Sue Ellen Linville in their respective fields of
anatomy, voice science, vocal health. So You Want To Sing For
A Lifetime offers the reader a detailed guide to sustaining the
voice long term, the essential areas about which we must be
aware, and contextualizing current scientific information
within pedagogy established in the previous centuries.
Chapter One, What It Means to Sing For a Lifetime, includes the
following quotation from Lamperti’s Vocal Wisdom: “to know
the result before we act is the golden rule of singing.” The
dedicated nature of work which this requires is evident as is
our understanding as singers that the choices we make have
consequences. Achieving positive outcomes requires dedicated
work and attention. If the singer doesn’t have access to a
skilled listener, they may never fully realize what their
outcomes are. Therefore, they need a good teacher; one cannot
master this process on one’s own. This chapter covers a broad
spectrum of circumstances that affect healthy singing and
vocal longevity. The description of the aging process of the
singing voice from birth to senescence is detailed and
enlightening. Those of us who sing and teach are aware of
the various changes that we experience in our bodies and
therefore our voices, requiring us to understand that this lifelong endeavor is a journey.

SO YOU wANT TO sING
FOR A

LIFETIME

A Guide for Performers

BRENDA SMITH

Author
Brenda
Smith

Chapter Two covers the anatomy and physiology of the
singing mechanism. Scott McCoy’s expertise in this field is
exceptional. It is not only the information he delivers but the
clarity with which he does so. From anatomical illustrations to
explanations of vocal resonance, this information is accessible
for every reader.
In Chapter Three, Wendy LeBorgne covers a wealth of
information on maintaining vocal health. Nutrition, hydration,
the effects of medications, maintaining physical fitness and
mental health all factor into an ongoing positive vocal life.
Recognizing the changes in these factors as we age makes it
possible to make adjustments as needed, whether in choice
of repertoire or lifestyle.
Chapter Four, Skills You Need For a Lifetime of Singing, covers
breathing, posture, and the importance of physical and mental
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relaxation as part of our working routine. Brenda Smith gives
a strong and excellent rationale for good musicianship.
Reading music and learning sight-singing and theory are
crucial to developing and maintaining the ease with which
we are able to take on new musical projects without
compromising our technique.
Chapter Five, The Effects of Age On The Voice, includes
contributions by Robert T. Sataloff, Karen M. Kost and Sue
Ellen Linville. They offer a comprehensive look at the voice
through various stages of the aging process and the many
possible interventions that may contribute to the
improvement of vocal function as we age. That modern
science and medicine can address many of these changes
ensures a continuing and rewarding use of the voice.
Chapter Six, What is “Bel Canto,” Or What Makes Beautiful
Singing, describes the historical origins of bel canto singing
style in the early Christian church and early opera. Legato,
the essential ingredient to bel canto singing, is discussed in
detail and offers the singer a pathway to evenness of vocal
scale. The description and employment of messa di voce to
improve technique, expressivity, diction, and evenness offers
us an excellent tool and is well covered. The inclusion of the
IPA (international Phonetic Alphabet) is an added bonus.
Chapter Seven, Repertoire, What to Sing, When and Where,
describes the many areas of our mind and body that are
involved in the process of singing. Finding the right teacher
is an important part of the process. In addition to looking for
someone who you feel has the skill to teach you, the studentteacher relationship is unique to the individuals involved and
one hopes that this relationship will be productive and
involve mutual respect and appreciation. That being said, a
good teacher will help you find the right repertoire for your
particular skills and development. The thoroughness of this
chapter is extremely informative and beneficial.
Chapter Eight, Singing With Others for a Lifetime, covers many
considerations in choral singing in great detail from the
collegial relationship with your section partners to the way
conductors can affect the sound of a varied group of singers.
The benefits of choral singing are plentiful and well
expressed here. The detailed description of the various voice
sections and their individual qualities and variations is
excellent and would be enlightening and reassuring to any
choral singer. The list of what a choral singer’s expectations
should be is also an excellent guide for both singers and
conductors.
Chapter Nine, Singing for a Lifetime, A Life Well Lived,
underlines the value of singing individually and socially with
a depth of understanding of this art and what sharing it can
mean to us as human beings.
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Soprano Josephine Mongiardo
received her BA from Barnard College
and her MA in musicology from
Columbia University. She has
been widely acclaimed for her
“extraordinary voice” and “brilliant
ornamentation.” Her credits include
the New York stage premieres of
several eighteenth-century operas,
including Handel’s Acis & Galatea,
Esther, and Susanna, as well as
Lully’s Acis et Galateé and virtuosic
pieces by Antonio Vivaldi as part of
the Vivaldi’s Venice series at Lincoln
Center’s Tully Hall.
An accomplished actress, Mongiardo
has commanded attention in such roles
as Lucia, Violetta and Rosina, and as
she is fluent in several languages, she
has become a renowned recitalist and
chamber music artist. Her chamber
music and orchestral appearances have
taken her throughout the United
States, Europe and South America.
She has collaborated with such
renowned artists as YoYo Ma, Ani
Kavafian, Gerard Schwarz and
Kenneth Cooper. Her festival appearances include Santa Fe, Waterloo,
Chamber Music Northwest, Arcady,
Grand Canyon and Mohawk Trail
Concerts. Her diverse repertoire
includes orchestral works such as
Mahler’s Symphony No. 4, Berlioz’
Les nuits d’été and Strauss’ Brentano Lieder, as well as premieres of
pieces by Seymour Barab and Wendy
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The passion that Brenda Smith has brought to this book is a
priceless gift to us all. To have gathered so many experts in
the varied fields that are a part of the miraculous process of
singing is an extraordinary achievement. Each section offers
well researched and proven approaches to maintaining a
healthy singing voice for a lifetime. I recommend it heartily
to all those who wish to achieve this.

Chambers; she has also been featured
as the narrator in Walton’s Façade
and as the Devil in Stravinsky’s
L’Histoire du Soldat as well as
works by André Caplet and Douglas
Moore. She can be heard on the CD
Should Auld Acquaintance Be
Forgot (Musical Heritage Society).
Ms. Mongiardo has always combined
an active performing career with
a passion for teaching and has
maintained a private studio in New
York for more than twenty-five years.
Her students have been featured at
Chautauqua Opera, Seattle Opera,
Lake George Opera, Opera Delaware,
and in chamber and orchestral
appearances throughout the United
States. She has taught master classes
and been a guest instructor at
festivals and colleges. She teaches
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Garborg’s Haugtussa:
Settings by Grieg and Elling
by Anna Hersey
Research for this article was generously supported by the
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Haugtussa (op. 67) is a song cycle by Edvard Grieg (1843-1907)
which sets selected poems from Arne Garborg’s epic work by the
same name. As Grieg’s only narrative song cycle and perhaps
his best-known vocal work, Haugtussa represents the pinnacle of
the Scandinavian art song genre. This expertly crafted eight-song
narrative of a young woman’s ill-fated first love has been a staple
in the performance repertoire of singers both in Scandinavia and
beyond. Grieg’s sketchbook and correspondence give us a window
into the process that ultimately resulted in op. 67. Regardless of its
subsequent success, it may come as a surprise that Grieg’s sketches
for the cycle reflect a months-long struggle to properly capture the
essence of Garborg’s poetry. He finally abandoned plans of creating a
larger multi-voice work for choir and orchestra and instead composed
Edvard Grieg
a song cycle for the more intimate setting of a single voice and
piano. While Grieg bragged that “they are the best songs I have ever
written,” he also expressed his frustration that his original vision had
1
Letter from Edvard Grieg to
failed to come to fruition.1 In the Peters edition of Grieg’s complete
Thorvald
Lammers, March 10,
works, six additional songs are included with the catalog number EG
1898, Letters to Colleagues and
152. Some of these works Grieg had completed but never published
Friends, ed. Finn Benestad
and some the editors reconstructed from Grieg’s fragments.2
and William H. Halvorson
Catharinus Elling, a contemporary of Grieg, also tried his hand at
(Columbus, OH: Peer Gynt
setting the Garborg epic to music, resulting in two groups of songs,
Press, 2000), 464.
op. 52 and op. 60, both entitled Haugtussa. Although no sketches or
2
Edvard Grieg, Samlede verker
correspondence exist to illuminate Elling’s compositional process, an
[Complete
works] (Frankfurt:
analysis of these two sets of songs suggests that the composer perhaps
Peters, 1977–1995), vol. 15. The
had similar difficulties to Grieg in approaching Garborg’s poetry
sketches and manuscripts are
in an aim to create a cohesive musical narrative. A closer look at
housed in the Bergen Public
Garborg’s work alongside Elling’s two song sets reveals some
Library.
bewildering choices in terms of song order that arguably render
the songs not entirely effective in performance.
This article will focus on both Grieg’s and Elling’s Haugtussa songs
side by side, with an emphasis on comparing those Garborg texts
that both composers set for voice and piano. Finally, it will explore
options and possibilities for programming these two composers’
songs together to create a thematic recital.

Arne Garborg (1851-1924)
Arne Garborg founded several newspapers and served as a journalist
for Dagbladet [The Daily Newspaper]. In his journalistic writing as
well as his novels, essays, and poetry, Garborg tackled important
issues of the day, such as religion, materialism, nationalism, and
politics. He was an outspoken supporter of the nynorsk [new
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Norwegian] language, arguing that the disparity between the
predominant Dano-Norwegian written language and the spoken
language of the people of Norway “prevented the development of an
authentic national culture and identity.”3 His seventy-poem novella
Haugtussa (1895), written in nynorsk, is considered one of his finest
works, even though it represents his first attempt at poetry. In
Haugtussa, Garborg utilized forms and meters from folk poetry, along
with themes of nature, religion, mysticism, and Norse mythology, to
create one of the most enduring works in Norwegian literature.
The protagonist in Haugtussa is Veslemøy, a shepherdess who spends
the summer grazing her flocks in the mountains and sleeping in a
seter [a small mountain dwelling]. She was given the disparaging
nickname “Haugtussa” due to her ability to see and communicate
with trolls, elves, and other spirits. “Her life and struggles with the
spirit world can be seen on one level as an allegory of the struggle
between the light and dark sides of the human soul, and on another
level as the struggle between good and evil, and life and death.” 4
Haugtussa consists of a prologue followed by twelve sections, totaling
seventy poems. The work has never been translated into English in
its entirety. Composer Olav Anton Thommessen (b. 1946) considers
it “untranslatable,” saying that it is “reserved for Norwegian’s own
little linguistic domain. Haugtussa is a gift to those who understand
Norwegian.”5 The best outline of the work’s narrative is in
Cheryl Ann Christensen’s excellent dissertation, “Music and Text:
Interpretation, Melodic Motive, and the Narrative Path in Edvard
Grieg’s Haugtussa, op. 67.” 6 It includes a summary of each poem
together with direct translations. Her work is meticulously researched
while cross-referencing sources on Scandinavian folk legends and
poetic traditions.

Edvard Grieg (1843-1907)
Edvard Grieg is certainly the most recognizable figure of Norwegian
music. He was prolific as a composer of art song (romanser in
Norwegian), writing 180 songs in total. Although his earliest song
was published in 1859, it was not until his engagement to Nina
Hagerup five years later that Grieg began to develop a truly personal
style of song composition. His idiosyncratic song style is particularly
apparent in the Danish collection Hjertets melodier [Melodies of the
heart, op. 5]. Grieg sought to create a truly Norwegian musical style
rooted in the Romantic tradition, but imbued with Norwegian
folk styles and melodies. In this sense, Garborg’s epic work which
captures the natural beauty and mysticism of Norway in poetry,
was a perfect match for Grieg.

3

Sveinung Time, “Arne
Garborg,” in Norsk Biografisk
Leksikon [Norwegian
biographical encyclopedia],
https://nbl.snl.no/Arne_Garborg
(accessed May 20, 2015),
translation Anna Hersey.

4

Sandra Jarrett, Edvard Grieg
and His Songs (Burlington, VT:
Ashgate, 2003), 109.

5

Olav Anton Thommessen,
booklet to Veslemøy synsk–en
GRIEGsk musi-collage over Arne
Garborgs Haugtussa for mezzosopran og klaver [Veslemøy
clairvoyant–a Grieg-ish music
collage on Garborg’s Haugtussa
for mezzo-soprano and piano],
compact disc, 2L 2L078SABD, 2011.
6

Cheryl Ann Christensen, “Music
and Text: Interpretation, Melodic
Motive, and the Narrative Path
in Edvard Grieg’s Haugtussa,
op. 67,” (doctoral dissertation,
The University of Texas at Austin,
2003), 19-77.

Catharinus Elling (1858-1942)
Catharinus Elling was a composer and folk music collector whose
name is not well-known, even in his native Norway. As a composer,
he produced a number of major works including over 200 songs.
More than as a composer, Elling is notable for his extensive collecting
and recording of Norwegian folk music. He edited and published
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anthologies of this music, but not without controversy. Elling
changed many of the tunes he collected, adjusting the rhythm
and melody to conform to Western classical structures, or, as he
said “put the melody properly on its feet.” 7 Given his affinity
for the Norwegian folk song tradition, he, like Grieg, is a composer
well-suited to undertaking musical settings of Garborg’s work.

Timeline
Although Grieg and Elling crossed paths–as shown in Figure 1,
they were both in attendance at the Bergen Festival in 1898–
there is no evidence that either composer knew the other was at
work on setting Garborg’s texts to music. Timing also suggests
that it is unlikely.

7

Bjørn Aksdal,
“Catharinus_Elling,” in Norsk
Biografisk Leksikon [Norwegian
biographical encyclopedia],
https://nbl.snl.no/
Catharinus_Elling (accessed
January 20, 2022), translation
Anna Hersey.

Figure 1: Musical colleagues at the 1898 Bergen Festival (left to
right): Christian Cappelen, Catharinus Elling, Ole Olsen, Gerhard
Rosenkrone Schelderup, Iver Holter, Agathe Backer-Grøndahl, Edvard
Grieg, Christian Sinding, Johan Svendsen, and Johan Halvorsen.
Photo: public domain, original in the Bergen Public Library.
Garborg’s Haugtussa was first published in May 1895. Grieg’s
earliest song sketch was dated May 25th that year,8 suggesting
that he had almost immediately been inspired to start setting
the texts to music. Grieg described Garborg’s Haugtussa as
“a masterwork, full of originality, simplicity and depth and
possessing a quite indescribable richness of color.” 9 After an
initial flurry of activity, he put the work away and the collection
of opus 67 as it appears today was not published until 1898.
The songs that were ultimately omitted from the opus 67 group
remained unpublished until recently when it was included
in the Grieg Samlede Verker [Collected works], published in
multiple volumes from 1977 to 1995.

8

Christensen, “Music and
Text,” 6.

9

Letter from Edvard Grieg
to Oscar Meyer, June 7, 1898,
from Letters to colleagues and
friends, ed. Benestad and
Halvorson, 528.

Elling composed music for two sets of the Garborg texts, the
first in Sex Digte af Arne Garborgs Haugtussa [Six poems from
Arne Garborg’s Haugtussa, op. 52], and, at some point later,
in Nye Sange til Arne Garborgs Haugtussa [New songs to Arne
Garborg’s Haugtussa, op. 60]. Although the scores are both
undated, the WorldCat entry for op. 52 lists 1896, the year after
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Garborg’s work was published, as the publication. For op. 60,
WorldCat lists the date as “19—,” indicating that the set was
probably published sometime after the turn of the century. A
facsimile of a handwritten score found in the library of the Norges
Musikkhøgskole [Norwegian Academy of Music], also undated, is
titled To Digte [Two poems] and includes only the final two songs
from op. 52, numbered 1 and 2. This suggests that these two songs
may have been composed first as a pair or that they were extracted
from the larger opus at a later date.

Text Choices
Grieg chose texts that follow the protagonist, the clairvoyant young
Veslemøy, as she experiences her ill-fated first love. In some ways
this is the most relatable and human part of the story while many of
the other poems focus on her supernatural encounters. The primary
narrative Grieg chooses is in essence a story of unrequited love.
The eight texts set by Grieg and published as Op. 67, are:
■ “Det Syng” [It sings]
■ “Veslemøy” [Veslemøy]
■ “Blaabær-Li” [Blueberry slopes]
■ “Møte” [Meeting]
■ “Elsk” [Love]
■ “Killingdans” [Little goats’ dance]
■ “Vond Dag” [Painful day]
■ “Ved Gjætle-Bekken” [By the Gjætle Brook]
In addition, Grieg set all or part of twelve more Haugtussa
poems to music:
■ “Prolog” [Prologue] incomplete
■ “Veslemøy ved Rokken” [Veslemøy at the Spinning-Wheel]
incomplete
■ “Kvelding” [Evening] incomplete
■ “Sporven” [The sparrow]
■ “Fyrevarsel” [Warning] incomplete
■ “I Slaatten” [In the hayfield)
■ “Veslemøy undrast” (Veslemøy wonders]
■ “Dømd” [Doomed]
■ “Den snilde Guten” [The nice boy] incomplete
■ “Veslemøy lengtar” [Veslemøy longing]
■ “Skog-glad” [Forest joy] incomplete
■ “Ku-lokk” [Cow call]
Elling likewise chose some texts from the love story of Veslemøy,
but also selected some pastoral texts, and some that gave a more
complete picture of her torment by evil spirits. The Garborg poems
set by Elling are:
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Op. 52:
■ “Elsk” [Love]
■ “Haren” [The rabbit]
■ “Prøve” [Test]
■ “Sporven” [The sparrow]
■ “Raadlaus” [Bewildered]
■ “Vinter-Storm” [Winter storm]
Op. 60:
■ “Ved Gjætle-Bekken” [By the Gjætle Brook]
■ “Elskhugssong” [Lover’s song]
■ “Uro” [Unrest]
■ “Dokka” [Dolly]
■ “Den, som fekk gløyma” [She who could forget]
■ “Killingdans” [Little goats’ dance]

Notes on the Language
Garborg wrote the poetry of Haugtussa in a form of landsmål, a
language form roughly synonymous with nynorsk. This form of
Norwegian was developed in the mid–nineteenth century, based on
Norwegian dialects (primarily southwest and south-central). Ivar
Aasen (1813–1896), the linguist who created nynorsk, wanted to
create “a norm which could be seen as a common denominator of
Norwegian dialects.” 10 Nynorsk was initially greeted with much
enthusiasm and has undergone substantial reform since. Pronunciation norms for nynorsk, essentially an artificially constructed mix
of dialects, are unclear, since Norwegians “cannot be said to speak
Nynorsk, even if they write it.”11 Some sources suggest that nynorsk
texts should be pronounced according to the standards set by the
Nynorsk Teatret [New Norwegian Theater]. However, these standards
are not codified in a pronunciation dictionary or written guide,
making dissemination and study difficult. When preparing songs
in nynorsk, it’s imperative to consult an expert in this language. The
Grieg and Elling musical scores utilize various spelling conventions.
There may be different spellings used in the same song by the same
composer, but published in different editions. For instance, often a
Swedish publishing house would replace the letter ø in Norwegian
with ö, its closest equivalent in Swedish. One may assume this was
due to limitations in the publisher’s printing process. Likewise,
aa (seen in modern Danish) and å (used in modern Swedish and
Norwegian) are often interchanged (this spelling difference
evolved during the nineteenth century). In Garborg’s original text,
nouns are capitalized, similar to the case in German. Elling adopts this
convention in his scores, while Grieg’s editions do not. For the sake of
consistency, especially when comparing the same text as set by both
composers, I will use spelling and capitalization as they appear in
Garborg’s original.12
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Musical Settings in the Context of Garborg’s Haugtussa
In order to fully understand Elling and Grieg’s musical settings, one must
place them in the context of Garborg’s story in its entirety. What follows is
a summary of the Garborg epic as he wrote it, stopping along the way to
discuss and analyze the music settings of Grieg and Elling, whenever these
occur (song titles appear throughout this article in “Bold”). For reference,
Figure 2 is a list of all Haugtussa songs by Elling and Grieg, both complete and
incomplete, in the order in which the texts occur within Garborg’s original work.

Figure 2: Song Order within Garborg’s Haugtussa —Composer—Work
“Prolog” [Prologue] Grieg
Incomplete, unpublished
“Veslemøy ved Rokken”
[Veslemøy at the spinning-wheel] Grieg
Incomplete, unpublished
“Sporven” [The sparrow] Grieg
EG 152d (set all four stanzas)
“Sporven” [The sparrow] Elling
Op. 52, no. 4 (set all four stanzas)
“Det Syng” [It sings] Grieg
Op. 67, no. 1
(set second portion of poem, stanzas 1, 3, 5)
“Fyrevarsel” [Warning] Grieg
Incomplete, unpublished
“Veslemøy” [Veslemøy] Grieg
Op. 67, no. 2 (set stanzas 1-3, 5)
“I Slaatten” [In the hayfield] Grieg
EG 152f (set stanzas 1-3)

“Killingdans” [Little goats’ dance] Grieg
Op. 67, no. 6 (set all three stanzas)
“Killingdans” [Little goats’ dance] Elling
Op. 60, no. 6 (set all three stanzas)
“Elsk” [Love] Grieg
Op. 67, no. 5 (set stanzas 1-5 of 7 total)
“Elsk” [Love] Elling
Op. 52, no. 1 (set stanzas 1-3)
Op. 60, no. 2 (titled “Elskhugssong,” set stanzas 4-7)
“Skog-glad” [Forest joy] Grieg
incomplete (only 4 bars)
“Skog-glad” [Forest joy] Elling
Op. 52, no. 2 (titled “Haren” [The Rabbit],
set all three stanzas)
“Ku-lokk” [Cow call] Grieg
EG 152l (set stanzas 1, 2, 5 of 5 total)
“Vond Dag” [Painful day] Grieg
Op. 67, no. 7 (set stanzas 1, 7)

“Dømd” [Doomed] Grieg
EG 152h (set all three stanzas of the
third and final section of the poem)

“Ved Gjætle-Bekken” [By the Gjætle Brook] Grieg
Op. 67, no. 8 (set stanzas 1-5,
which make up the first portion of poem)
“Ved Gjætle-Bekken” [By the Gjætle Brook] Elling
Op. 60, no. 1 (set stanzas 1-3 from the first
portion of poem)

“Den snilde Guten” [The nice boy] Grieg
Incomplete, unpublished

“Prøve” [Test] Elling
Op. 52, no. 3 (set all three stanzas)

“Dokka” [Dolly] Elling
Op. 60, no. 4 (set the entire single stanza)

“Raadlaus” [Bewildered] Elling
Op. 52, no. 5 (set all four stanzas)

“Veslemøy lengtar” [Veslemøy longing] Grieg
EG 152j (set stanzas 1, 5, 6, 9 of nine total)

“Den, som fekk gløyma” [She who could forget] Elling
Op. 60, no. 5 (set both stanzas)

“Blaabær-Li” [Blueberry slopes] Grieg
Op. 67, no. 3 (set stanzas 1, 3-6)

“Vinter-Storm” [Winter storm] Elling
Op. 52, no. 6 (set all three stanzas)

“Møte” [Meeting] Grieg
Op. 67, no. 4 (set stanzas 1, 2, 11)

“Uro” [Unrest] Elling
Op. 60, no. 3 (set both stanzas)

“Veslemøy undrast” [Veslemøy wonders] Grieg
EG 152g (set stanzas 1-8, 14)
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This summary and musical analysis will be followed by a discussion of the effectiveness of each composer’s published works, and
suggestions for potential performance.
Garborg begins with an untitled poem in which he, as poet, addresses
the reader and foreshadows that in the subsequent narrative, good
will triumph over evil. Grieg began to set this text as “Prolog”
[Prologue] but abandoned it, and the incomplete song remains
unpublished. All subsequent poems are grouped into larger sections,
which are summarized below.
This first section called “Heime” [Home] opens with the poem
“Veslemøy ved Rokken” [Veslemøy at the spinning-wheel],
which Grieg set only partially. This poem, which is in Veslemøy’s
imagination, establishes that the reader will be guided through
Garborg’s saga. Then follows “Kvelding” [Evening], also only a
partial setting by Grieg. One can imagine that since he initially
envisioned a larger work, Grieg perhaps considered working
chronologically through the saga, hence including several partial
settings of different texts. In “Kvedling” it becomes clear for the first
time that Veslemøy is clairvoyant: after milking her cow, she gives a
good elf–a creature invisible to most people–a cup of milk. In the next
poem, “I Omnskraai” [By the oven], Veslemøy weaves a fantastical
fairytale for two children.
“Sporven” [The sparrow] is the first complete musical setting. Both
Elling and Grieg set this text, with Grieg setting it both for solo voice
and piano as well as for three-part chorus and piano. Both settings
are strophic. Although the stanzas contrast in mood–from the
sparrow playing happily in the yard, to hiding from the circling
hawk, to enjoying nesting in warm hay and a treat from Veslemøy at
Christmastime–both composers leave it to the singer to express the
contrast through dynamics and timbre. Elling chooses a march-like
2/4 time signature with no introduction. In contrast, Grieg offers a
lilting 6/8 meter while already suggesting the playful flitting of the
tiny bird in a two-bar introduction. The melody bears some resemblance
to the third movement of Grieg’s violin sonata, op. 13, which shares
the key of G major.
Grieg set the second half of “Det Syng” [It sings] as the opening
song to his op. 67. A creature which is eventually revealed as a blue
mountain troll tries to entice Veslemøy to descend into the underground world beneath the blue hill to work at her spinning wheel
there. The delicate trills of the piano introduction and interludes
provide an atmospheric and other-worldly setting, while the
accompaniment to the vocal line consists of sparse, rolled chords.
In Grieg’s sketches, there are two incomplete fragments with text
from “Fyrevarsel” [Warning], in which Veslemøy is warned by
her dead sister about the trials to come. This section closes with
the poem “Sundagsro” [Sunday’s peace], about a quiet winter day
spent indoors.
This next section, “Veslemøy synsk” [Veslemøy clairvoyant], opens
with “Gamlemor ventar” [Grandmother waits] where a panicked
Veslemøy returns home after she has seen something frightening on
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the heath. This poem is followed by “Veslemøy,” which Grieg places
as the second second song in op. 67. The text is a physical description
of Veslemøy, who is still trembling, gazing ahead as if she could see
“Langt inn i ein annan Heim” (deep into another world). Grieg sets
the four poetic stanzas strophically with two musical verses. His
simple accompaniment, in the key of E minor, implies an eeriness that
surrounds the girl. “Synet” [The vision] and “Haugtussa,” the final
two poems in this section, describe Veslemøy’s first clairvoyant
experiences. As a result, people start to call her Haugtussa, saying
that she had lost her mind.
The section entitled “Jol” [Christmas] takes place at Christmastime. In
“Ungdom” [Youth] and “Laget” [The party), young people celebrate
Christmas, eating and dancing. Veslemøy observes from the sidelines,
seeing not only the people but also the good and evil spirits that are
present. Again, she hears the voice from “Det syng,” luring her to the
underworld. The blue troll appears and as she is about to kiss him,
Veslemøy sees he has a rat’s mouth and faints.
The four poems of the section “I Gjætlebakken” [On Gjætle hill]
continue describing the mythical creatures such as trolls, ogres, and
elves found on the hill as well as Veslemøy’s life with her flock and
her interactions with the creatures of nature.
The untitled opening poem of the section “I Slaatten” [In the hayfield]
begins “No ljaaen han syng paa den saftige voll” [Now the scythe
sings on the moist berm]. Grieg used the larger section’s title “I
Slaatten” as the song title. While this text does not propel the story
forward, it signals a change from spring to summer as the hay harvest
has begun. Set in 12/8 (heard in four), the regular beats evoke the
rhythmic motion of cutting hay with a scythe and the summery key
of E major adds to the brightness of the tonality as the workers call
across the fields.
Grieg’s nearly-complete sketch of the next poem, “Veslemøy undrast”
[Veslemøy wonders] has been reconstructed by several editors.13
Velsemøy light-heartedly narrates over nine short verses her
observation of the the interaction between the young men and
women as they work together to harvest grain. Having been outcast
due to her clairvoyance, Veslemøy is excluded from these exchanges
among the workers, and she wonders if anyone would marry
“Haugtussa.” The song’s folk-like melody is pleasant but with
nine verses set strophically, it becomes very repetitive.
The section “Dømd” [Doomed] consists of a single poem. Veslemøy
describes an autumn encounter with a dead man who was doomed
to restlessly wander the earth due to his misdeeds. Grieg set a portion
of the poem to music and named it “Dømd.” He abandoned two
settings of this first portion but completed the final section, which
is the man’s lament.14 The vocal line was written in the bass clef
(although the only commercial recording is by mezzo-soprano
Monica Groop),15 while all other songs are written in treble clef.
This is another indication that Grieg had conceived of a larger work
for multiple voices and characters. The beginning of the song is
recitative-like, with the voice mostly unaccompanied. The subsequent
chromatic, descending lines reflect the man’s unrest and desperation.
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Neither Grieg nor Elling set any of the eight poems in the section “Dei
vil ta henne” [They want to take her], which takes place in the winter.
In the churchyard, Veslemøy finds a bone and keeps it as a talisman.
Thus begins a season of extreme torment for her as she is haunted by
the ghost of the man to whose skeleton the bone belonged. She returns
to the churchyard to rebury the bone, but the elf steals it as revenge
for not getting his milk. Veslemøy lies sick in bed and is tortured
by visions, while winter storms rage outside. Her mother prays
in desperation that her daughter should be saved while a priest
performs a kind of exorcism. Although the evil spirits are lifted, it
is only temporary.
The section “Det vaarer” [Spring comes] consists of two poems, in
which Veslemøy feels relief from her suffering in the changing season
and all its signs in nature. Neither text was set by Elling or Grieg.
In the following section, “Sùmar i fjellet” [Summer on the mountain],
Veslemøy will spend the summer with her flock; here she meets and
falls in love with the kind boy, Jon. In “Paa fjellveg” [On the mountain road], Veslemøy feels some apprehension as she ascends the
mountain. In “Den snilde Guten” [The kind boy], Jon is tasked
with showing Veslemøy the grazing territory before he leaves the
mountain the following week. The two get along easily, and he
introduces her to his favorite cow, Dokka. Grieg made some sketches
for a setting of this poem but never completed it. In “Paa Gjætlebergnut” [On Gjætle mountain summit], Veslemøy describes the
mountain’s rocky terrain and is still apprehensive about creatures
who may be lurking nearby. In the following poem, “Dokka” [Dolly],
Veslemøy confesses she is missing Jon and finds companionship in
Dokka the cow’s presence. Elling set this text. In his song there is no
prelude and the piano doubles the simple vocal line with a straightforward chordal accompaniment. The 3/8 time signature, felt in
one, has the calming, comforting effect of a lullaby, but tension builds
when Veslemøy’s thoughts turn to Jon.
In “Veslemøy lengtar” [Veslemøy longing], the protagonist longs to
be with her mother. She is unhappy on the mountain and wishes she
could become the little sparrow that hops around her mother in the
yard. Grieg sets the four verses strophically with an attractive and
breezy melody in F major, which is traditionally associated with
pastoral scenes. His song arguably does not quite capture Veslemøy’s
sense of longing except fleetingly as it forays into the key of A minor.
A nearly constant beat throughout in the piano accompaniment
suggests the unstoppable passage of time, as Veslemøy worries
about her aging mother.
Grieg’s setting of the poem “Blaabær-Li” [Blueberry slopes] portrays
Veslemøy’s unbridled, if momentary, happiness on the mountain as
she discovers a beautiful hill covered in blueberry bushes. Grieg set
the text strophically, with a supportive chordal accompaniment that
never overpowers the voice and lends a pastoral mood to the piece.
The sweeping, playful piano prelude and interludes suggest
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Veslemøy’s carefree feelings. The verses are set identically, except for
an indication of quieter dynamics in the final verse to portray more
intimacy as Veslemøy’s thoughts turn to Jon. Although no change in
tempo is indicated, most singers perform the final verse more quietly
and slowly, lending it a wistful quality.
In “Møte” [Meeting], which Christensen calls “the climax of the entire
narrative,”16 the mutual love between Veslemøy and Jon is realized
as they kiss and fall asleep in each other’s arms. In Grieg’s setting, a
recurring chromatic line in the left hand perhaps suggests the pair
being shy in initiating any physical affection. A dreamy effect
as “alt svimrar burt” (everything disappears) portrays Veslemøy’s
lightheadedness as they finally kiss.

16

Christensen, “Music and
Text,” 51.

Both Grieg and Elling set “Killingdans” [Little goats’ dance].
Here Veslemøy assigns her baby goats funny names. In the short
introduction, Grieg immediately renders the hopping goats with a
crossing-hands descent of three octaves. The triplets and playful
grace notes between verses, along with a lilting melody in the voice,
add to the song’s frisky atmosphere. When Veslemøy recites the
almost tongue-twisting list of rhyming names, the piano supports
a recitative-like setting with chords below. As with Grieg’s song,
Elling’s setting, with predictable and regular rhythmic patterns in 3/8,
is equally playful, if more conservative in range in both the voice and
accompaniment. Like most of his songs, Elling’s “Killingdans” does
not have a piano introduction and he employs less variation in his
use of compositional techniques than Grieg.
In “Elsk” [Love], Veslemøy expresses adolescent anxiety about her
relationship with Jon. She finds herself entirely enamored to the point
of obsession and yet worries about whether her affection would be
reciprocated. Is he thinking of her as much as she thinks of him?
Grieg’s setting of this poem is popular and often performed outside
the context of the op. 67 cycle. Grieg only set the first five of seven
stanzas of text. As Veslemøy wishes the world would disappear,
Grieg’s accompaniment becomes both rhapsodic and obsessive.
Elling’s approach to this poem is unconventional. To open his op.
52 songs, Elling set the first three stanzas, only to return to this
poem and set the remaining four stanzas as another song entitled
“Elskhugssong” [Lover’s song], in op. 60. Elling’s first setting, in F
minor, is constantly moving, restless and obsessed, but resolves into
F major at the end as Veslemøy remains hopeful about her love. In
his second setting, Elling sets the first, second, and fourth verses
identically. Only the third verse is different, with repeated alternating
sixteenth notes in the right hand piano suggesting her fixation on
Jon as well as her worry as to whether he will reciprocate her love.
Upward sweeping left-hand gestures sound calm and happy.
Veslemøy finds a friend in a skittish hare in the poem “Skog-glad”
[Forest joy]. Grieg sketched out only a few measures for a musical
setting but Elling set the entire text, entitled “Haren” [The Rabbit].
Elling again omits a piano introduction or postlude and uses large
leaps played with crossing hands to portray the hopping rabbit.
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In a similarly pastoral scene, “Ku-lokk” [Cow call], Veslemøy calls
after Dokka, Jon’s favorite cow. Grieg based his melody for this
musical setting on traditional Norwegian kuhning or lokk [cow calls].
Typical cow calls are characterized by large intervals and vocal
melismas, extending into the highest range of the female voice.17
Minimal piano accompaniment allows freedom in the voice to shape
the leaps and grace notes, resulting in an authentic and almost
haunting effect. In Garborg’s Haugtussa, these two nature poems are
interspersed with “Eit spørsmaal” [A question], in which the narrator
recounts a conversation between an unidentified husband and wife
about the nature of trolls.

17

Arvid O. Vollsnes et al.,
“Norway,” in Grove Music
Online. Oxford Music Online.
Oxford University Press, http:/
/www.oxfordmusiconline.com/
subscriber/article/grove/music/
20101 (accessed May 30, 2015).

In “Vond Dag” [Painful day], the love story of Jon and Veslemøy
becomes a tale of betrayal. Veslemøy counts the minutes until the day
that Jon has promised to return, but he never arrives. She returns
home and on the way is told by a passerby that Jon is courting
another much wealthier girl, leaving Veslemøy heartbroken. Although
the original narrative has Veslemøy leaving and returning home, for
his musical setting Grieg chose only to set the first and final stanzas,
giving the impression that the entire episode occurs on the mountain
while Veslemøy waits for Jon and slowly realizes that he has broken
his promise. Grieg uses a melody that bears some resemblance to the
opening cow call intervals heard in “Ku-Lokk.”
Both Grieg and Elling set “Ved Gjætle-Bekken” [By the Gjætle
Brook]. Grieg portrays the shimmering brook and gentle ripples with
constant broken chords in the right hand, infamously difficult for
pianists because Grieg writes a pattern more naturally played by the
left hand. The ripples stop momentarily at the end of each verse as
Veslemøy’s thoughts turn inward. Grieg’s modified strophic setting
is varied and innovative, using the piano to move the drama forward
as the brook—and Veslemøy’s outlook—becomes more stormy. In
contrast, Elling’s strophic setting lacks the growing drama found in
Grieg’s. Elling chose the three most benign stanzas of text, which
don’t explicitly refer to Veslemøy’s situation. Out of context, these
stanzas could be interpreted as mere nature poems. He also returns
to the first stanza at the end of the song, negating whatever narrative
development has possibly occurred. In Garborg’s original, Veslemøy
is transformed throughout the poem, moving from denial to
reminiscence to resignation.
The section “Paa Skare-kula” [At Skare-hollow] describes the
activities of trolls, ogres, ghosts, and other followers of the Devil,
which ostensibly are witnessed by Veslemøy.18 “Det vaknar” [It
awakens] and “Dei hyller sin here” [They hail their master] are
followed by “Prøve” [Test] in which the Devil, writing in his book
with blood, asks for a pledge from each candidate. Elling sets this text
strophically in the aeolian mode or natural minor while doubling the
incipit lines of the voice in the piano right hand as well as two octaves
lower in the left hand. When the Devil speaks, the text is set over a
descending musical line as he urges his followers into the depths
of hell. In the original Garborg, this text is followed by “Svartekatekisma” [Black catechism], “Stjernefall” [Starfall], “Ein søkjar”
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[An applicant], and “Høg gjest” [Honored guest], which
further describe the initiation process. In “Trolldans” [Troll
dance], Veslemøy, having been weakened by the tragedy of
her lost love, is lured into the mountain by the blue troll. She
descends into a terrifying underworld that is teeming
with trolls in “Bergtroll” [Mountain troll]. In “Gnavlehol”
[Muttering hollow] and “Gumlemaal” [Gumle’s saga], she
meets a new character, Gumle, who listens to her saga. As
she tells her story, Veslemøy becomes frightened and makes
the sign of the cross. Suddenly she finds herself back on
the mountain.
The final section of Garborg’s poem, “Den store strid” [The
great struggle] begins with “Haust” [Autumn], in which
Veslemøy grieves the loss of Jon as fall approaches. Her lament
continues into the second poem “Raadlaus” [Bewildered],
which Elling set in G minor. The vocal line is identical in both
stanzas, but the piano chords become broken in the second,
expressing her increasing unrest. She is consumed by thoughts
of Jon. She says in “Den, som fekk gløyma” [She who could
forget] that her life would be easier if she could just forget
Jon altogether. Without an introduction, Elling doubles the
voice and piano in this strophic setting, with slight dynamic
variations between the verses. The postlude trails off, giving
the impression of Veslemøy’s memories of Jon disappearing.
Veslemøy asks “Kor hev det seg?” [How can it be?] and
marvels at how everything seems strange, including herself
and her own home.
When a “Vinter-Storm” [Winter storm] rages, she welcomes
the fierce wind and snow as they numb her pain. Elling sets
this con passione, in G minor with stormy triplets in the right
hand of the piano. A definitive final chord in G major seems
to offer some glimmer of hope. “I kyrkja” [In church] finds
Veslemøy at a church service, where she feels like an outcast
for having turned away from God. She sees Jon and the
girl who took him from her, and her blood boils. A goat
approaches Veslemøy in “Ein bele” [A suitor] and proposes
marriage. Disgusted, she declines and as the goat disappears,
she realizes it was only a vision.
In “Uro” [Unrest], she asks what will happen to her since she
has forgotten God and lost herself entirely. Elling sets this with
turbulent, persistent sixteenth notes in the accompaniment.
Veslemøy prays for deliverance in “Bøn” [Prayer], but then in
the next poem, “Paa vildring” [In confusion], she asks the troll
witch to make a potion to win Jon back just for one night after
which she will drown herself. Veslemøy becomes confused as
the witch encants the spell and she once again finds herself on
the mountain, running over the stones. Ashamed and alone,
she is about to throw herself into the deep water when her
dead sister appears to her in “Ho vaknar” [She awakens]. Her sister
reassures her that she can turn back to God. “Ei tung stund”
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[A heavy moment] finds Veslemøy sick in bed during the late winter,
crying as she hears the marriage procession of Jon in the distance.
Next, in “I Blaahaug” [On the blue hill], she is surrounded by elves.
She sees a golden palace, with adorned men and women dancing, and
the magnificent blue troll with his crown. Veslemøy feels ecstatic, and
the maidens tell her it is her final chance to accept the blue troll. In
return, they promise to erase her memories and her sadness, but
Veslemøy instead chooses to keep them, as the scene disappears.
The final section “Fri” [Free] consists of a single poem, in which
Veslemøy’s dead sister reappears, telling her she has been released
from her trials. She is free now to rise to a noble journey and is
assigned a spirit who will guide her way.

Grieg’s op. 67 and Elling’s opp. 52 & 60: Overall Effectiveness
Grieg’s op. 67. Grieg’s cycle as a whole exhibits symmetric
architecture both dramatically and musically, often referred to as
the “Haugtussa arch,” as seen in Figure 3.

“Møte”
“Elsk”
(Love poem) (Love poem)
“Blåbær-Li”
(Nature poem)

“Killingdans”
(Nature poem)

“Veslemøy”
(Presentation)

“Vond dag”
(Betrayal)

“Det syng”
(Introduction)

“Ved Gjætle-bekken”
(Round)

Figure 3. Concept attributed to Volden, as depicted graphically in
Christensen (2003). 19
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Ibid., 114.

Six of Grieg’s eight songs utilize texts from the section of Garborg’s
work titled “Súmar i fjellet” [Summer on the mountain]. The first
half of the story progresses from tentative young desire to realized
passion. At its midpoint, the story turns to anxious insecurity, which
in turn progresses to total despair. Each poem on the left side of the
arch forms a symmetry with the corresponding poem on the right
side of the arch. This is important to remember when considering the
choices that Grieg made in omitting some complete songs from the
published cycle.
Grieg’s selection of the love episode in Garborg’s story, or rather,
his omission of the rest of the story, drastically alters Veslemøy’s
character, presenting her as a tragic rather than triumphant persona.
James Massengale says that despite the significance of Grieg’s
cycle, when seen in the context of Garborg’s complete work, Grieg
“maimed” Veslemøy.20 However, Grieg’s sketches and his letters
to friends indicate that his original intention was to paint a more
complete picture of Haugtussa: “It’s going to be something for voice
and orchestra. I’m still not completely sure what form it will take.
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It is a brilliant book that has moved me deeply.”21 He later expressed
his frustration with the work to a friend: “Haugtussa slumbers on.
I haven’t touched it since Christmas when it was sung for you.” 22
Grieg had struggled similarly two decades earlier when he composed
the incidental music for another epic poem, Henrik Ibsen’s Peer Gynt.
That work contained songs and choral pieces, and perhaps he had
envisioned something similar for Haugtussa.

Letter from Edvard Grieg to
Iver Holter, September 10,
1895, in Finn Benestad and
Dag Schjelderup-Ebbe, Edvard
Grieg: The Man and the Artist
(Lincoln: University of
Nebraska, 1989), 340.
22

Nina Grieg had performed
the songs for Röntgen,
accompanying herself on the
piano. Letter from Edvard
Grieg to Julius Röntgen, June
20, 1896, in Benestad and
Schjelderup-Ebbe Benestad,
Edvard Grieg: The Man and
the Artist, 340.

Grieg makes some notable choices or omissions in achieving this
dramatic arch. He chose “Blaabær-Li” as the first song in which
Veslemøy speaks. This is one instance in which she somehow seems
misrepresented. Experiencing the cycle as a stand-alone work, one
might assume from this song that Veslemøy enjoyed a carefree life
on the mountain, eating blueberries and playfully imagining how
she might protect her flock if a predator should approach. On the
contrary, a good portion of this section of Garborg’s work, including
“Veslemøy Lengtar,” which Grieg set but did not include in the
cycle, is dedicated to how miserable and troubled she is, and depicts
her fear of the trolls and other creatures. In “Veslemøy Lengtar”
specifically, she refers to her home and her mother, information
unnecessary for the purposes of the love story. Looking at the arch,
Grieg balanced “Blaabær-Li” on one side with the similarly upbeat
“Killingdans” on the other. Comparing this with the original
Garborg order, Grieg has also swapped the latter song with “Elsk”
in order to achieve this balance. On the right side of the arch,
“Killingdans” offers the listener a temporary reprieve from the
tension in “Elsk” before the tragedy of “Vond Dag.”
“Ved Gjætle-Bekken” is the final Garborg poem that Grieg set and
the last song in the published cycle, perhaps suggesting that by the
time he composed it, he had already decided to focus on the love
episode in the published cycle Haugtussa. At the end of the song,
Veslemøy stands at the edge of the flowing water and addresses the
brook: aa syng kje um det, som eg tenkjer no. Aa, lat meg faa blunda,
blunda! [Oh, do not sing what I’m thinking of now. Oh, let me sleep,
sleep!]. While blunda is usually translated as “sleep,” it can also mean
“to close one’s eyes.” Later in Garborg’s work, in “Paa vildring” [In
confusion], Veslemøy says she would throw herself into the pool to
drown. Grieg was surely familiar with Schubert’s Die Schöne Müllerin
(op. 25, D. 795), in which the protagonist suffers a similar end, and
Grieg’s portrayal of the constantly moving waters bears some
similarity to Schubert’s. Grieg therefore leaves the audience with
an ambiguous ending: was Veslemøy seeking to escape her despair
through suicide or simply seeking solace in the calming waters?
Although Garborg’s Haugtussa is a well-known piece of literature, at
the time Grieg published his cycle, Garborg’s work was still very new.
We might assume that a general audience would not necessarily be
familiar with the Garborg poem in its entirety. Grieg’s own doubts
that his audience would understand the cycle supports this. He
expressed these doubts to the cycle’s dedicatee, the Swedish soprano
Dagmar Möller. 23
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Grieg unifies the cycle with an ascending minor triad motive
representing Veslemøy. As Veslemøy changes throughout the songs,
the motive is modified. A second “love motive,” the three-note
descending gesture that famously opens Grieg’s piano concerto,
also undergoes a transformation from joy to grief as the narrative
progresses.24 These motives function as “an active participant in the
musical narrative” as they evolve and interact.25 These motives also
appear in the songs of EG 152, again supporting the assumption
that Grieg initially intended them all to be part of a single work.

24

Christensen, “Music and
Text,” vi.
25

Ibid., 10.

Despite Grieg’s hesitation in publishing the song cycle and his apparent
disappointment in its final form, it is indisputable that the work was
a great success. Garborg himself was delighted with the result:
I have now finally heard the Haugtussa songs… and I love them
more than I can tell you. It is precisely this deep, soft, subdued
character—the music of the underworld—that I have in my way
tried to express in words, but that you have really captured. And
then suddenly once again blazing sun and the joy of summer, as in
the marvelous “Kidlings’ Dance.” But one of the most enchantingly
moving songs of the lot is “At the Brook.” Yes, now I am happy
and proud—absolutely disgracefully proud—that you were able
to use these verses. Thank you! 26
EG 152, which contains the songs omitted from op. 67 as well as
those left unfinished, in a sense are the “leftovers” from Grieg’s initial
compositional goal. Therefore, they do not contain a cohesive story,
but rather a sampling of episodes from Garborg’s work through the
“Sùmar i fjellet” section. The contemporary Norwegian composer
Anton Olav Thommessen (b. 1946) modified songs from Grieg’s op.
67, along with the fragments and songs from EG 152, to compose a
piece for voice and piano called Veslemøy Synsk [Veslemøy clairvoyant]. The piece is in a style that fuses modernist techniques with
Romantic influences, and paints a more complete picture of the
character as portrayed by Garborg. Thommessen wrote, “Grieg had
enough material to complete a larger work based on the cycle; I have
just taken the liberty of doing the work for him.” 27
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Elling’s opp. 52 and 60
How do Elling’s two sets compare to Grieg’s, and what kind of
dramatic units does Elling create via his text selections? While
Grieg did not select eight adjacent texts for his op. 67, they appear in
Garborg’s original order, except for “Elsk” and “Killingdans,” which
are reversed. In contrast, Elling arranges his twelve texts in a very
different order from the original. For instance, in op. 52, Elling begins
with “Elsk” followed by the sweet “Haren.” At first it might seem
that Elling’s “Haren” serves the same purpose as “Killingdans” in
the Grieg–as a light-hearted relief from Veslemøy’s anxiety over her
new-found love. However, Elling omitted the two final stanzas which
portray Veslemøy’s apprehensions, making this version of “Elsk” to
only portray how smitten Veslemøy is. Elling’s next song choice is
bewildering. From the pastoral scene of “Haren” he shifts to “Prøve”
where the Devil initiates his followers by writing their names in
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blood. This is followed by another nature poem, “Sporven.” These
first four poems are found in three different sections of the Garborg
epic, and Elling’s narrative whiplash is disconcerting to the listener.
Finally, he completes the opus with “Raadlaus” and “Vinter-Storm,”
where Veslemøy’s lament in the first song gives way to a tumultuous
storm in the latter. These two texts are from the same section with
“Den, som fekk gløyma” (which Elling set in op. 60) between. His
settings of “Raadlaus” and “Vinter-Storm” seem to be conceived of
as a unit, as evidenced by the manuscript facsimile in the library of
Norges Musikkhøgskole. By placing these two songs at the end of the
opus, it almost seems like an afterthought.
The song order in op. 60 is similarly confusing. Elling opens with
“Ved Gjætle-Bekken,” the song that so powerfully concludes Grieg’s
cycle, and due to his omission of some of the stanzas, renders the
text an innocuous nature song. Elling then goes backward in the love
narrative for “Elskhugssong” by setting the remaining four stanzas
of Garborg’s poem “Elsk.” Although the text portrays Veslemøy’s
anxiety, the music is calm and happy. Elling’s motivation for this
is unclear. Is this a narrative mistake, or is Elling reimagining
Veslemøy’s mood as delirious? Is she in denial as she wonders
whether Jon is thinking of her?
Next, Elling skips ahead in Garborg’s saga to “Uro” when Veslemøy
feels that she had lost herself in the darkness of the underworld.
“Dokka” then takes us back to the love episode in Garborg’s version.
Is Elling again reinterpreting the text? Is Veslemøy reminiscing about
Jon and taking some comfort in the animal that she knew was his
favorite? The tension found in the music when Veslemøy thinks of
him may support this interpretation. Then suddenly, we are back
to the end of the Garborg narrative with “Den, som fekk gløyma,”
where Veslemøy attempts to forget Jon. Finally, Elling incongruously
ends the opus with “Killingdans,” which occurs in the Garborg during
the love episode. Nothing in the text itself places it there, so perhaps
Elling attempted to close the set on an upbeat note with this song.
Elling’s text choices seem quite scattered, as does his ordering of
them in the published scores. It’s worth noting that of the five poems
written in nystev meter, a four-verse form of rhyming couplets, Elling
set only four. These nystev poems (“Elsk,” “I Omskraai,” “Den som
fekk gløyme,” “Vinter-Storm,” and “Uro”) all deal with the topic
of love. 28
One might expect, given his reputation as a folk music collector, that
Elling’s settings would have a folk-like character. Indeed, although
some seem more deeply rooted in the Romantic song tradition, many
are quite simple and folk-like, especially in comparison to Grieg’s.
While Grieg uses the piano prelude of each song to set the scene,
Elling mostly forgoes piano preludes. His vocal lines are more
melodically compact, as if meant for an amateur rather than
professional singer; he uses less varied piano accompaniments,
and there are no musical motives to link the songs together.
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Thematic Programming
As a singer who has performed Grieg’s cycle on numerous occasions,
the discovery of Elling’s settings piqued my interest and I wondered
whether it would be possible to program an entire recital around the
theme of Haugtussa. Grieg’s op. 67 is about half an hour in duration
and the completed songs found in EG 152 are also around twenty
minutes in length. The two Elling sets together also run about twenty
minutes. All together, these would more than fill a typical recital,
with program notes discussing the Garborg story as a whole and
juxtaposing the two composers’ approaches.
As mentioned, Elling’s text choices and ordering are quite puzzling.
It’s almost as if he had no intention of either opus being performed
as a cohesive whole. Instead, he presented a collection of stand-alone
songs using Haugtussa texts. Another possibility is that an editor at
his publisher simply mis-ordered these songs, unaware of the source
text. This seems unlikely as the two sets were released by two different
publishing houses.29 I would propose that a performance of Elling’s
Haugtussa texts should be presented in the order in which they
appeared in Garborg:
■ “Sporven” [The sparrow]
■ “Dokka” [Dolly]
■ “Killingdans” [Little goats’ dance]
■ “Elsk” [Love]
■ “Elskhugssong” [Lover’s song]
■ “Haren” [The rabbit]
■ “Ved Gjætle-Bekken” [By the Gjætle Brook]
■ “Prøve” [Test]
■ “Raadlaus” [Bewildered]
■ “Den, som fekk gløyma” [She who could forget]
■ “Vinter-Storm” [Winter storm]
■ “Uro” [Unrest]

29
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n.d.).

The first three songs (“Sporven,” “Dokka,” and “Killingdans”)
form a charming trio of animal-themed songs, with the slower, more
pensive “Dokka” serving as a contrasting interlude to the two faster
songs. “Elsk” does not flow musically into “Elskhugssong” quite
naturally, but we at least hear all the stanzas of Garborg’s text in
order. “Haren” serves as a foil to the tension of “Elsk” before the
tragic “Ved Gjætle-Bekken.” It must be pointed out that in Elling’s
chosen texts we are never told explicitly of Jon’s betrayal. Therefore,
regardless of the order, the audience has to assume it or be informed
by written program notes. The next five songs tell us of Veslemøy’s
fall into the underworld–a detail not narrated in Grieg’s cycle. From a
narrative point of view, “Uro” leaves the listener quite unsatisfied as
we never learn how Veslemøy managed to escape her torment.
The research project which led to this article was originally entitled
“The Other Haugtussa,” implying that Elling’s were the only settings
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besides Grieg’s. Since then, I’ve discovered that
Norwegian composer Pauline Hall also set some of
Garborg’s texts. In addition, there is the previouslymentioned Grieg-synthesis work by Olav Anton
Thommessen, published by Nasjonal Biblioteket
[National Library]. Perhaps a series of recitals,
hosted by various academic and artistic venues
throughout the country, featuring the Garborginspired works of these four composers would
be a fitting way to celebrate the 175th anniversary
of Garborg in 2026. Grants from American
Scandinavian Foundation or Sons of Norway
would be potential sources of funding for a project
of this scope.

Edvard Grieg
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Catharinus Elling

Olav Anton Thommessen
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